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Non-Profit Digital Teams Report
- Influence and Impact
Communicopia created the world’s first report on non-profit
digital teams in 2011. For 2014 we have a new report with fresh,
often surprising data on what’s new, what’s changed, and what’s
coming next.
This free report is designed to help digital leaders strengthen the
business case and increase their impact of their digital programs.
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Our Intention
In our work on digital strategy and organizational change, we consistently find the
structure, culture, and people who work in digital teams are a much stronger indicator
of online success than almost any other factor. Yet compared to how many resources are
invested in digital technologies and tools, little attention is placed on looking inwards.
Our first report in 2011 helped create a general consensus that how we do what we do
matters, and that institutions who invest in reviewing or re-structuring their digital
programs are better able to deliver on the promise of digital.
For 2014 we’ve gathered data from 88 non-profit digital leaders, presented it in a unique
and easy to read format, and combined it with our own insights (highlighted in the
sidebars) based on our observations from hundreds of consultations.
The report is designed to help communications leaders better understand the key issues
at play in the sector, benchmark themselves against their peers, and gain new insights
into their own team. Ultimately we hope it leads to more impact from our sector’s work.

Contributing Organizations
Responses from 88 non-profits were used in the benchmark, including:

2014 Key Findings

Part 1:

The Basics

1. Even more digital teams live in Communications
Question: What department are you a member of?
Nearly 70% of digital teams now report to communications or marketing
departments, a 10% increase from 2011. Just under 10% report directly to the
Executive Director, which is a substantial drop from the 19% who did so in 2011.
Not a single team resided in the IT department anymore.

INSIGHT
-------------------------------------Communications continues to be
the most appropriate location for
the vast majority of organizations
to manage their digital program
from. However in an environment
increasingly oriented towards
engagement, digital programs
remain a catalyst for change in
how communications teams
function as they evolve from the
toolset of traditional PR and
marketing techniques.

2. Most teams remain small

INSIGHT
--------------------------------------

Question: How many full-time staff are part of the team responsible for

The appropriate size of a digital
team varies greatly based on the
focus and goals of the institution,
how large their communications
department is, the responsibilities
within digital (ie whether they do
fundraising, content, technology,
etc.) and the team’s structure (ie
hybrid teams tend to be smaller,
with digital roles distributed
throughout the organization).

your primary digital channels?

Nearly 70% of all all digital teams who responded now report to consist of five
full time staﬀ or fewer. In very large organizations (200+ total staﬀ) the
average full time team size was 11-20. Large orgs (51-200 staﬀ) and medium
orgs (21-50 staﬀ) were most commonly 3-5 staﬀ. The vast majority (68%) of
smaller orgs (1-20 staﬀ) have digital teams of 1-2.

3. Most teams have grown, the big are getting bigger
Question: Has this number grown in the past two years?

63% – or almost two thirds – of digital teams have grown since 2011. The most
growth has been seen in very large orgs, with 86% reporting growth. 62% of large
org teams grew, 58% of medium sized orgs grew, and 47% of small orgs’ digital
teams grew from 2011 to 2013.

INSIGHT
-------------------------------------This growth, especially in larger
orgs, is very positive and in line
with most team leader’s
aspirations in 2011.
It might be time to now level team
size out: we believe the best way
to grow digital capacity in 2014 is
to have a transparent digital
strategy, focus a small core team
around priority functions where
they can build deep expertise, and
grow digital outreach capacity in
multiple places throughout the
organization.

4. We manage a lot of properties and and channels
Question: How many digital properties is your team currently responsible for
leading / maintaining? Has this number grown in the past two years?
Most teams manage an average of 8-15 digital properties in total. About 70% of
respondents now manage only one to two main websites, Facebook pages, and twitter
accounts.
As for growth, most teams report the number of main sites, Facebook, and twitter
accounts that they manage has stayed the same in the past two years. However the
number of satellite or campaign websites, “other” social media accounts, and email
streams have all grown for the majority of teams.

INSIGHT
-------------------------------------The tiring pace of growth in new
online channels appears to have
slowed from recent years. As we
will see in further responses, the
priorities of most leaders have
shifted from digital platform
building to system optimization.
The “gold rush” is over, or at least
paused. Now it’s time to settle in
for the long haul.

The good news? 70% of
respondents believe they have
“just the right number” of
properties to match their goals
and capacity, with only 22%
reporting they have too many
and 8% reporting not enough.

Part 2:

People

5. Director, content, social media, and project
management are top roles
Question: On your digital/online team, what roles are currently represented,
and in what capacity?
The most common full time roles on teams of all sizes are strategy/digital director,
content development, social media engagement, and project management. In 2011
the top roles were social media engagement, strategy, content, and project
management.

Roles most commonly outsourced to an outside contractor or vendor are design and
technical development. The roles most commonly “not represented” on teams are
search / outbound marketing (37%), UX / information architecture (35%), and online
fundraising (27%).

INSIGHT
-------------------------------------We are pleased social media has
fallen from the #1 role in 2011 to
#3 today, as we believe groups had
previously over-invested in the
role.
We’re also happy to see project
management remain in the top
four. Senior management often
under-estimates the work volume
and complexity demands they
place on their digital teams, but
digital leaders know that solid
project and process management
is absolutely critical for success.

6. Teams have the right skills but lack the right people
Question: Does your team have the right skills it needs to do its best work? The right
people?

A full 40% of teams report having the right skills now on board, which is up 14% points
from the 2011 dataset. Yet a majority of teams (57%) report they don’t have the people
they need to succeed, this number has also risen 7% from 2011.

INSIGHT
-------------------------------------Either our people are getting
better trained or the rate of
technical change has slowed
enough that we’re getting caught
up. Either way skill growth is good
news.
Yet despite the majority of teams
increasing in size, even more
report they lack the right people
they need to keep up with ever
increasing demands. Digital
leaders need to continue to grow
both team and organizational
digital capacity, and get better at
both staying focused and saying
no.

7. Content, technical, and UX top new hire wish lists
Question: If you could hire one more full time role for your digital team,
what would it be?
The top 3 “wish list” roles across all size ranges were content development, technical
development, and UX / information architecture.
For large and very large orgs, top roles were content, technical development, and strategy.
For medium orgs, top roles were content, technical development, and design. For small orgs,
top roles were UX / information architecture, content, then design.

INSIGHT
-------------------------------------The increased prominence of
roles such as technology and UX
put non-profits more in line with
where corporate digital teams
have long been investing.
Teams now have stable platforms
and are focused on creating
compelling content, better
optimizing channels for
outcomes, and innovating new
ideas. This shows a very positive
evolution of the sector beyond
meeting basic survival needs.

Part 3:

Structure

8. Centralized structures still rule, but Hybrid will soon
overtake
Question: After reviewing this short video on the four models of digital teams
we published in the Stanford Social Innovation Review, what kind of team
structure does your organization work within?
The centralized digital team structure is still the most popular, at 40% overall prevalence.
But hot on its heels is the hybrid structure, at 38%. Surprisingly, 13% of respondents still
report “informal” or what we might call “pre-structural” structures, and 9% use the
independent model.
Interestingly, hybrid teams are most commonly found in medium sized orgs (42%) and very
large organizations, where at 50% hybrid teams are a full 15% more common than
centralized teams.

INSIGHT
-------------------------------------We are happy to see many more of
the largest orgs making the jump
to hybrid teams, as we’ve written
extensively how they are the most
suitable for sustained digital
innovation and building an
organization that “thinks like the
web”.
We are concerned however that
hybrids are over-reported. It
sounds attractive but in truth we
come across few hybrids in our
work. Most large NGO’s are still
too uncomfortable with the more
open and organic structures,
blurry reporting lines, and shared
control required to create a true
hybrid culture.

9. We share responsibility for digital (and our influence over
others is strong)
Question: How many other internal staff, outside your core digital team, contribute
significantly to digital/online throughout the organization?
87% of respondents report some part of the digital function is shared with other
departments, and a majority (61%) work with between 1 and 5 people outside their core
team to deliver digital content or services. These numbers are similar to and consistent
with the 2011 baseline.
A follow on question asked “What degree of influence do you have over the direction
and key decisions” of these people, and 59% report “strong influence”, with only 10%
reporting “little” or “no” influence.

INSIGHT
-------------------------------------Most organizations continue to
take a distributed approach to
managing some digital functions
– typically content creation and
social media – by empowering
other departments and front line
staﬀ.
This is a healthy and eﬃcient way
to manage digital complexity.

10. Most share responsibility for managing supporters
Question: How many different departments “own” or are responsible for managing
your supporter contact lists?
Supporter contact lists are most commonly owned by two departments, with 44% of
respondents reporting this model. In 28% of respondents, supporter lists are owned by
only one department.
Unsurprisingly, the larger the organization, the more departments will own diﬀerent
segments of supporter lists.

11. Cross-channel communications mostly work

INSIGHT
--------------------------------------

Question: How integrated is your organization’s cross channel

This high satisfaction surprised
us, as the majority of institutions
we see are still struggling with
creating a true unified experience
for supporters across all channels,
due to lack of shared platforms,
internal in-fighting, or simply lack
of time to coordinate.

communications with supporters?
Almost a majority, 45%, report cross channel integration is “decent” in that “we
collaborate well, it mostly works”. Yet the same number, 45%, report it is “hit and miss:
we are sometimes consistent, sometimes not”.
Only 6% report a poor or terrible experience, with 4% reporting the ideal high quality,
consistent supporter experience across all departments and channels.

But we can’t argue with the
numbers – most report this is
working OK, which is very
positive.

Part 4:

Leadership

12. Teams now lead digital decisions
Question: How involved is your team in the decision making process around the
creation (or deletion) of digital properties?
A strong majority – 56% – report they “lead” the decision process, while 37% report
they “influence” it. Only 7% report they “are involved but follow othersʼ lead”
or “are informed” of key decisions by others.

INSIGHT
-------------------------------------In order to have a true Internet
strategy a digital team must be
empowered to lead, make diﬃcult
decisions and sometimes say no in
order to maintain priority and
focus.
This shows how far the sector has
come from the days where most
web teams were positioned as end
of line tactical publishing shops
with no ability to shape their
workflow. It is tremendous news.

13. And are expected to drive transformation

INSIGHT
--------------------------------------

Question: Is your team expected to drive transformation with respect to how your

This finding points to the
increased openness senior
management is showing towards
the opportunities for digital to
transform outdated and
ineﬃcient internal NGO
practices. It also shows the
increasing influence digital
leaders are having within
organizations.

institution approaches advocacy, fundraising, organizing, or communications?
While at 50% “sometimes” was the top response, fully 42% report they are “always”
expected to drive transformation. This shows significant improvement from 2011 when
only 28% of teams reported a “strategically led” culture.

Of all the responses, this one most
clearly highlights the role digital is
playing in the evolution and
improvement of our sector as a
whole.

14. We’re running more effective programs

INSIGHT
--------------------------------------

Question: When comparing yourself to peers and industry best practices,

This is more positive news and a
reliable progress indicator for how
digital leadership is evolving. The
digital culture of measuring and
reporting impact has positive
implications not only for our
programs but for institutions as a
whole in all that they do.

how effective do you believe your digital program is?
42% of respondents consider their program “mostly eﬀective”, an increase of
9% from 2011 results. A further 8% believe they are “highly eﬀective”, a
doubling from 2011. 42% consider their programs only “somewhat eﬀective”, a
drop of 8%. Only 7% consider their programs ineﬀective, a drop of 3%.

15. We’ve got a clear business case for senior leaders

INSIGHT
--------------------------------------

Question: Does your senior management team perceive you to have a clear

While good, this number must
grow.

business case and measurements for your digital program?
37% of respondents report their digital work is “perceived to be delivering tangible
value” by their organizationʼs senior leadership. A full 56% are in the mushy
middle, where “things look good but few specifics are known to others”. Only 7%
report that “no one really knows what we do or why”.

Resources in non-profits have
always been and will continue to
be tight. As the pace of technical
change slows it will become more
and more crucial for digital
leaders to put more attention on
gathering understandable,
actionable metrics, distributing
ownership of them to multiple
departments, and clear and
consistent management
reporting.

Part 5:

Money

16. 2013 Budgets allocated for digital
Question: What is the current budget allocated to your digital / online
initiatives per year including staff costs?

41% of all organizations in the survey had a digital budget of between $50K and
$250K.
For small orgs, the majority budget size is $50K-$250K. For medium orgs, the
majority budget size was also $50K to $250K. For large orgs, 33% had a budget
between $50K and $250K and 33% had a budget of $250K to $500K. For very large
orgs, the majority budget size is $1M+.

17. Where we spend our money

INSIGHT
--------------------------------------

Question: What percentage of your digital budget is allocated to the following

While it’s great to see real R&D
budgets showing up in more orgs,
we’re disappointed with how few
of our resources go towards
advertising and list growth. Given
that many of us compete for
attention against very well
resourced corporate or political
opponents, we’d like to see a
minimum of 5% allocated to
outbound marketing in the
future.

general line items?
Core staﬀ make up the vast majority of most respondent’s digital budgets. “Research and
development, new tools and sites” was a healthy percentage, especially in medium to large
organizations. Advertising and list acquisition remain a very small line item – below 5% of the
total budget (and, we suspect for many respondents, it’s less than 1%).

Budget Expenditures
Budget
Expenditures

18. Are we still under funded?
Question: Is your budget appropriate to enable you to address your core
priorities?
The majority of groups report they are doing fine budget wise. 44% are “just a little
under-funded” with 19% reporting “appropriate” funding. 38% report they are
either under-funded, or “significantly under-funded” for what they are asked to
deliver.

INSIGHT
-------------------------------------These numbers are similar to 2011
data and show that, despite our
progress in other areas,
advocating for the funding our
digital programs require remains a
challenge for today’s leaders.

19. What’s the plan for 2014
Question: What is the plan for digital spending in 2014?

A full 49% of respondents expect their budgets to increase modestly or significantly
this year. 45% will stay the same, and only 6% will decrease in 2014.
The numbers in 2011 were similar, with 57% expecting to increase their budgets, 32%
staying the same, and 10% decreasing.

INSIGHT
-------------------------------------It’s good to end on a positive note.
Given the continued prominence
most institutions are placing on
digital, our program budgets need
to continue to grow to enable us
to fully realize the opportunities
available for innovation in
advocacy, fundraising,
promotions, and engagement.

The Fine Print
Some important things to know about the 2014 report:
1. Research was performed online in the second half of 2013
2. 88 non-profit organizations participated in the final results
3. Respondents were senior level staﬀ who lead digital at their organization
4. 47% of respondent organizations were American, 30% were international, 23% were
Canadian
5. A quarter of respondents were from what we will call in the report “very large orgs” (more
than 200 staﬀ), a quarter were “large orgs” (51-200 staﬀ), 30% were “medium orgs” (21-50
staﬀ), and 20% were from “small orgs” (1-20 staﬀ)
6. Top responding sectors by issue were environmental (33%), followed by Human Rights (14%),
International Development (10%), and Social Justice (9%)
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About Communicopia
We are a boutique digital consultancy that helps social mission organizations create
world class digital programs, projects, and teams that make more change in a networked
world.
We undertake this research every two years to help place further focus on people,
structure, and culture issues. Creating digital programs that increase innovation and
impact is our passion and our mission.
We are available to make presentations of the key findings in this report to the senior
executive teams or boards of select organizations who are committed to transformative
change. Please contact principal consultant Jason Mogus to discuss this opportunity.

Suite 210 - 128 West Hastings St
Vancouver, BC V6B 1G8 Canada

contact@communicopia.com
+1 (604) 844-7672
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